Is your enterprise resilient and ready?

Challenging times require resiliency and create opportunity for your future. Build on your success with PeopleSoft and evolve your enterprise with Oracle Cloud Applications.

Is your ERP ready for the future? Or is it:

- Out-of-sync with business processes?
- Holding back business changes?
- Causing process workarounds?
- Difficult and costly to upgrade?

Cloud customers come for the cost savings but stay for the innovation

What if your ERP

- Easily adapted to business changes
- Stayed current with advanced technologies
- Improved decision making with AI / ML
- Was updated automatically

That’s why ERP is moving to the cloud

83% of enterprise workloads are now moving to the cloud


Cloud customers come for the cost savings but stay for the innovation

Benefits realized with ERP Cloud

- Staying current on technology: 85%
- Usability benefits: 75%
- Increased flexibility: 71%
- Economic benefits: 70%


With Oracle, you can choose your path to the Cloud

- Complementary
- Incremental
- End-to-End Process
- Transformational

The cloud is within your reach and Oracle is ready to help you at every step of your journey.

Further your success with oracle.

For more information:


Oracle Cloud ERP: www.oracle.com/erp
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